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2.1

Pressure pmax = 400 bar; Flow Qmax = 100 lpm

Type SKP and SKH directional valve blocks are employed in hydraulic system. They serve to control the flow and thus the direc-
tion of movement of the consumers (hydraulic cylinders and motors). Depending on the flow pattern, the individual valves are con-
nected in parallel or in series to form banks. Mixed combinations are also possible for special circuits. The valve part is made en-
tirely of steel. This means that the housing is insensitive to pressure surges. Leaks of the kind which can sometimes be observed
on cast housings after an extended operating period and which are caused by hairline cracks migrating outwards, particularly when
the permissible pressure ranges are fully utilized, are excluded here right from the start. The housing bores are diamond-honed.
The hardened and ground valve spools are polished and deburred. This maintains roundness and exact geometrical shape 

applying to standard
versions where pump
and return are con-
nected via pipes.
For direct mounting
on to hydraulic power
packs, see sect. 5.2
and 5.3.

1. Version
(all sizes)

Photo shows
size 2

2. Version
(not size 4!)

Photo shows
size 1

Add-on valve 
(end valve)

Add-on valves
(intermed. valves)

Opt. intermed. plates
Initial
valve

End plate

Add-on valves
(interm. valves)

Opt. intermed. plates
Connect.
bank

Actuation

Manual

Encapsulated
and non-cap-
sulated version

Solenoid

AC and DC
voltage

Mechanical

Roller and
spherical heads

Pressure and
combined
actuation

1. General information

2. General outlay

Initial valve with an integrated pressure oil inlet (pump 
connection) and return connection depending on design.
With or without a pressure limiting valve.

Add-on valve (end valve), which shuts off the pressurized 
oil and return channels internally and which has the return
connection in the case of series connection.

Very reasonable in price because the parts for the connec-
tion block and end plate are superfluous compared to the
second version. 

Not all flow patterns can be used as initial and end valve
section. End section have a different coding when ordered
individually.

Feature

Advan-
tage

Disad-
vantage

Notes
to SKH

Connecting bank with pressure oil inlet and return
connection depending on design. With and without
pressure limiting valve.

End plate which externally closes off the pressure oil 
and return channels at the final valve section or which
comprises the return connection with series connection.

Simplifies own storage, when valve banks are assem-
bled by the customer:
Clarity for customer service

Higher price compared to the first version due to the 
additional parts connection block and end plate.

Add-on valves (intermediate valves) with parallel connection of SKP with continuous pressurized oil and return
channels. Meandering flow in the case of series connect. SKH (see flow pattern symbols in table 5, sect. 3.1).

Optional intermediate plates for increasing the distance and /or reversing the direction of flow, if required.

Before defining the order coding, sketch the circuit diagrams with the proposed number of valves to determine the
most favourable combination.

(the control edges are not worn down or widened) and even sealing gaps with a minimum leakage rate are produced. Cast
materials (diecast zinc and aluminium and also spheroidal casting) are only used for the actuation housing, end plates etc.
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3. Available versions, main data
For series connection SKH: Pay attention to reversal of flow direction (direction of arrow for the 2nd, 4th, 6th etc. valve in

the flow diagrams opposite to that shown in table 5).

3.1. Valve bank
Order examples: 1. Version

2. Version  

SKH - 3 - 7 L 1YLH - MD2 - 120
SKP - 4 - 5 G DEN - AD

SKP 32 B - 2 - GND - MD2/24 - 120

Table 1: Basic type

Table 2: Size

Table 3:  Pressure limiting valve (permitted max. operating pressure depending on the actuation, see table 7 and 8)

(20)...400 145...400 
(20)...315 80...315
(10)...160 25...160

(0)...400 145...400 
(0)...315 80...315
(0)...160 25...160

Pressure setting
(bar) for pressure
limiting valves
acc. to table 3

Actuation (table 7 and 8)

Pressure
limiting
valve
acc. to 
table 3

End valve (at size  4)
Add-on valve (table 4 and 5)

Intermediate plate 
(here: reversion plate), if required
for reasons cited in table 6

Initial valve 
(symbols see table 4 and 5)

2) See also notes in table 5 and sect. 5.1 3) Port M only apparent with size 2 and 3
4) 400 bar range not for type SKH

1) Bottom sided port P with type SKH,
see flow pattern symbol (table 4)

Avail-
able 
for
size

0 ... 4

0, 
1, 2
and 3

Design

without pressure limiting valve

Fixed

Adjustable

1. Version
with pressure limiting valve in the starting
valve section
Serie Steel Pressure range (bar)

spring at size
dome 0 and 1 2 and 3

5 --- ---

6 3

7 4

2. Version
with pressure limiting valve in the connection
block
Serie Steel spring dome Pressure

at size range
0.1 2, 3 only 0 and 1 (bar)

15 35 --- ---

11B 31B 13B (20) ... 400 4)

11C 31C 13C (20) ... 315 

11E 31E 13E (10) ... 160

12B 32B 14B (0) ... 400 4)

12C 32C 14C (0) ... 315 

12E 32E 14E (0) ... 160

Connections
DIN ISO 228/1
(BSPP)

Coding Internal connection mode

SKP Parallel connection

SKH Series connection

SKC Mounting on to compact hydraulic power

packs or adapter plate (sect. 5.2 and 5.3)

Table 4: Internal connection mode (to be completed with the respective flow pattern and actuation symbols, table 5 or 7 and 8)

1. Version

Parallel
connec-
tion
SKP ..

Series
connec-
tion
SKH ..

Parallel connection SKP ..
Connection block Add-on valve End plate

15 a. 35 11(2).., 31(2).. (intermed. valve) (no coding)

Series connection SKH ..
Connection block Add-on valve End plate

15 a. 35 11(2).., 31(2).. (intermediate valve) (no coding)

Initial valve
without pressure with pressure
limiting valve limiting valve

Add-on valve
(as intermediate
valve)

Add-on valve 
(as end valve) with end plate  2)

(only size 2 and 3)

Inlet P also on bottom (also
see note in footnote 8) page 3)

R depending
on direction of flow

Note:
Coding for indiv.
valve section
see sect. 3.2!

3)

3)

Coding
1

Coding
2

2. Version

Coding 0 1 2 3 4

Flow Qmax (lpm) 12 20 30 50 100

A and B G 1/4 G 3/8 G 3/8 G 1/2 G 3/4

P G 1/4 (G 3/8 1) ) G 3/8 G 3/8 G 1/2 G 3/4

R and R1 G 3/8 G 3/8 G 3/8 G 1/2 G 3/4

M G 1/4 --- --- --- ---



1) Must not be used as initial valve section (1. version, table 3 and 4)

2) To be used as end valve section together with an end plate (see table 4 and sect. 5.1)

3) Generally only as an end valve section. Otherwise, connection A or A and B will be subject to the pressure of the consumer connected
to a downstream valve when the latter is actuated.

4) Specified direction of flow as illustrated; Must be located at an uneven position within the valve bank or an reversion plate (coding 1,
table 6) has to be used upstream

5) Only with manual actuation coding Y.. (detent), see D 6511/1

6) When used as circulation valve, generally only for solenoid, mechanical or pressure actuation in automatic cycle sequences with idling
intervals 

7) Port R at the valve section serves to route leakage into return duct, hence return R to tank is nonpressurized

8) Use reversion plate (coding 1, table 6) to rectify the flow direction of the end section valve
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Table 5: Symbols 
Essential note: Footnotes 1) and 2) apply only to 1. version!

Parallel connection type SKP
Size

0 and 1 ' 1) ' ' ' ' 1) ' ' 1) ' ' '

2 and 3 ' 1)2) ' ' ' ' 1)2) ' 1)2) ' ' 1)2) ' ' 1)2) ' 1)2) ' ' ' 1)2)

4 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

Coding G M D E C N A W J V Q R U B
and flow 7) 7) 6) 5)
pattern
symbol

Series connection type SKH
Size

0 and 1 ' 8) ' 8) ' 1)8) ' 1)8) ' 8)

2 and 3 ' ' ' 1)2) ' 1)2) ' ' 1)2) ' 1)2)

4 ' ' ' ' '

Coding L P F H S Y K
and flow 3) 3) 4) 4) 5)
pattern
symbol

Switching positions

Overlapping:
none      positive      negative

Table 6: Intermediate plates
(their codings should be added to the respective flow pattern symbol (table 5) upstream, see order example in sect. 3.1!)

Reversion plate for type SKH Spacer plate for type SKP
Coding and flow pattern symbol Coding and flow pattern symbol

1 2

Part No. for intermediate
plate when ordered indi-
vidually for retrofitting
(longer tension rods
might be required):

Part No. for:
Coding size 0, 1 size 2, 3 size 4

1 6702 116 5702 250 7194 013

2 --- 7230 151 7194 012

Combinations of valve sections being con-
nected either in parallel or series within one
valve bank are possible for special circuits
thus enabling existing connections from 
the pump to the  consumers and return to 
be utilized depending on the flow pattern
symbol. Observe the perm. pressure at R
(table 7 and 8) as this may cause the actua-
tions to be pressurized.

Application:

a) Codings 1 and 2: Serve to widen the space be-
tween the valve sections in case all solenoid
actions are same sided M..3/.. (see table 7, 8
and sect. 5.1).

b) Coding 1: Reversal of the flow direction at the
subsequent valve section (flow pattern sym-
bol), e.g. S, Y footnote 4) when on even posi-
tion within the valve bank or when identical
switching direction of subsequent sections is
required with manual or mechnical actuation.
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Table 7:  Actuation modes (selection table, see corresponding pamphlets for more detailed information)

Actuation

Manual
(spring
return/detent),
acc. to D 6511/1

Coding Remarks

Zinc die casting for normal,
conventional use.
Only for parallel connection! 

Spheroidal cast iron for espe-
cially rough use.
Basically for series connec-
tion

Available also with manual
emergency actuation. Add
coding N e.g. MD 2/.. N etc.
Attention:
The perm. pressure at port R
must not exceed 40 bar dur-
ing operation! The flow
QA,B→R must not exceed 
160 lpm with size 5 to ensure
save switching function.
Observe the note regarding
the operation of the manual
emergency actuation in 
D 7055!

Note to ME(D, U) 3/.. :
The solenoids can be installed
only with alternating orienta-
tion due to their size. An spac-
er plate coding 2 (see table 6
sect. 3.1) has to be used when
all solenoids should be orient-
ed to the same side.
See also example circuits in
sect. 5.1.

Only for parallel connection!
The cam must also feature a
position for idle position with
double stroke actuations!

Only for parallel connection!
NE, ND and NU:
Available also with manual
emergency actuation, add
coding H: NDH etc..
The pressure at port P must
not exceed 200 bar with de-
pressurized versions (D 6250).

Only for parallel connection!

Pressure pmax (bar)
at the ports for

Type SKP Type SKH
A, B, P   R 1) A, B, P, R  R1 

Solenoid

acc. to D 7055

Mechanical

acc. to D 5870

RE(D)    BE(D)

Pressure
acc. to D 6250

Size

Coding

Nom. voltage UN

12 24 110 W 230 W

12V DC 24V DC 110V AC 230V AC
50 and 60 Hz

400 2) 50
(20)

400 2) 315
(20)

--- ---

315 12

200 200
(20)

200 12

200 100
(20)

200 12

315 100
(20)

200 100
(20)

400 40
(20)

400 30
(20)

315 30

--- ---

--- ---

--- ---

with spring return
0 and 1 2, 3 and 4

A AD

AK(S) AK(S)

with detent
0 and 1 2, 3 and 4

C CD

CK(S) CK(S)

Size
0 and 1

Size
2 and 3

Size
2, 3
and 4

Size
0 and 1

Size
2, 3,
and 4

Size
0 ... 4

Size
2, 3, 
and 4

ME 1 12V DC

ME 2 24V DC

ME 81 110V AC 50/60 Hz

ME 8 230V AC 50/60 Hz

MD 1 12V DC

MD 2 24V DC

MD 81 110V AC 50/60 Hz

MD 8 230V AC 50/60 Hz

ME 2/... Single stroke

MD 2/... Double stroke

MU 2/... Reversal strocke

ME 23/... Single stroke

MD 23/... Double stroke

MU 23/... Reversal strocke

ME 3/... Single stroke

MD 3/... Double stroke

MU 3/... Reversal strocke

Double stroke

Output
45 W
100% ED

RE Single stroke

RD Double stroke

BE Single stroke

BD Double stroke

NE Single stroke

ND Double stroke

air or
oil

Control
medium

Control
medium

Com-
bined
actuation

manual/air

manual/oil

KD Double stroke

KM Double stroke

NE Single stroke

air ND Double stroke

NU Reversal strocke

oil NM Single stroke and
double stroke

A.. C..

ME..       MD..

MU..

NE(D)     NU

NM KD      KM

Single stroke

Output
45 W
100% ED

Output
60 W
100% ED

Output
150 W
S3-35% ED
5 min

Output
65 W
100% ED

See also
D 5870

Roller
head

Spherical
head

Size 2, 3:

Size 4:

400 2) 12

400 100
(20)

400 100
(20)

315 12

--- ---

Size 0, 1:

Size 2, 3:

Size 4:

200 12

Only size
2, 3:

The manual actuation is also avail. without hand lever
(add coding 1, e.g. A 1, CK 1 etc.)

AKS, CKS = Sea worthy version

Size 2, 3:

Size 4:

1) ( )-values apply to versions with a pressure limiting valve, for “Return pressure” refer to sect. 3.3
2) max. 315 bar with size 4
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3.2. Order coding for individually ordered valve sections
Only for indiv. sections to expand existing valve banks, storage, replacement, etc. End section valves: Attention must be paid on
the internal connection depending on design and on the orientation with solenoid actuations ME(MD, MU) 3/.. (only size 2, 3, 
and 4), see also appendix (sect. 5.1.). 
State the intended total number of valve sections and intermediate plates within the valve bank for ordering tension rods with 
correct length.

Application

Initial valve

Intermediate valve

End valve
(only size
2, 3, and 4)

Initial valve

Intermediate valve

End valve
(only size
2, 3, and 4)

Suited for

Parallel
connection

Series
connection

Actuation
mode

all

all

ME 3/..
MD 3/..
MU 3/..

all

all

all beside
ME 3/..
MD 3/..
MU 3/..

ME 3/..
MD 3/..
MU 3/..

Coding

..SCA

SC

SCE

SCA

..SHA

..SHU

SH

SHE

SHU

SHE

SHA

Remark
(see also appendix in sect. 5.1)

with lateral port P

Uneven pos. No. without intermediate plates; Even or uneven pos. No.
incl. intermediate plates

Even pos. No. excl. intermediate plates (alternating assembly)

With lateral port P

With bottom side port P
(only size 0, 1 without pressure limiting valve !)

Size 0 and 1: SH spool valve sections may be used after removal of
the bottom side tapped plug.

Uneven pos. No. without intermediate plates; Even or uneven pos. No.
incl. reversion plates

Even pos. No. excl. reversion plates

Uneven pos. No. excl. reversion plates; Even or uneven pos. No. incl. 
reversion plates

Even pos. No. excl. reversion plates (alternating assembly)

Table 9:  Indiv. valve sections (incl. spacers, seals and O-rings)

1. Version

Example: Initial valve for parallel connection

6 SCA 2 M - MD2/230W - 100

Pressure limiting valve version (sect. 3.1, table 3),

Size (sect. 3.1, table 2)

Flow pattern symbol (sect. 3.1, table 5)

For actuation (table 7)

Pressure specification (bar) for pressure limiting valve

2. Version

Example: Individual connection block for series connection

SKH 31E - 140

Connection block (like with basic type, see sect. 3.1)

Pressure limiting valve (like with versions in sect. 3.1, table 3)

Pressure specification (bar), for versions with pressure limiting valve

' Additional specifications for alternating assembly:
Initial and end valve sections (actuations ME (MD, MU) 3/..) 
with connection plate No. 5703 011 (size 2)

No. 7230 011 (size 3)
No. 7194 011 (size 4)

' Connection plate with port R is available for size 2 and 3
(type SEH and ..SHA also with G 3/4 (BSPP)
(Specify in uncoded text " including connection plate
No. 5703 025"). Not available with alternating actuation
assembly ME(MD; MU) 3/.., i.e. without intermediate plate.

SKP - 3 - 6 D/MD 2/24 - M/MD 2/24 - J/ME 2/24 - 130

Table 8: Mixed modes of actuation

The coding for the actuation mode has to be added directly after the flow pattern coding when differing actuations are used with-
in one valve bank (applies also to solenoid actuations with single, double or reverse stroke).
It should be observed, that if the modes of actuation differ, the manually actuated valves should always be cited first (starting
with the initial valve), another arrangement is not possible.

Order examples:

4/3-way directional spool
valve with double-stroke
solenoid actuation

4/3-way directional spool
valve with double-stroke
solenoid actuation



Design Directional spool valve

Mounting Tapped hole, see unit dimensions in sect. 4 ++

Pipe connection DIN ISO 228/1 (BSPP), the proper size for pipe fittings with tapped journals shape B DIN 3852 Bl. 2
P = Pump connection
A, B = Consumer
R, R1 = Return pipe ports
M = Port for pressure gauge

Installed position Any

Max. number of valves

Unit surface Metallically bright (untreated)

Flow

Operating pressure pmax Parallel connection: 400 bar (size 0 to 3) For restrictions depending 
315 bar (size 4) on the mode of actuation,

Series connection: 315 bar see table 7 and 8

Return pressure The pressure in the return cavity of the individual valve section is also apparent in the actuation cav-
ity. Since, in the case of SKH, system pressure prevails due to the series connection, the perm. op-
erating pressure is limited by the actuation (see tables 7 and 8) in some cases. Otherwise, the perm.
return pressures are tolerable values, e.g. pressures peaks. However, the return line should always
be sufficiently dimensioned and, if possible, routed to the tank without pressure. Pressure limiting
valve versions of the initial valve sections (see sect. 3.1, table 3 "1. version"), are fitted with a diecast
spring dome as standard. Suitable for most applications. Version with steel spring dome should be
selected, only if pressure surges exceeding 20 bar are expected in the return line R or R1 (e.g. due
to decompression surges of consumers capable of acting as accumulators, long pump lines etc.).

Pressure adjustment at
the pressure limiting valve

Pressure fluid Hydraulic oil conforming DIN 51524 part 1 to 3: ISO VG 10 to 68 conforming DIN 51519.
Viscosity limits: min. approx. 4, max. approx. 800 mm2/s;
opt. operation approx. 10... 200 mm2/s.
Also suitable are biologically degradable pressure fluids types HEPG (Polyalkylenglycol) and HEES
(Synth. Ester) at service temperatures up to approx. +70 °C.
Versions for special fluids, see sect. 6.2

Temperature Ambient: approx. -40 ... +80 °C
Fluid: -25 ... +80°C, Note the viscosity range !
Permissible temperature during start: -40°C (observe start-viscosity!), as long as the service tem-
perature is at least 20K higher for the following operation.
Biologically degradable pressure fluids: Observe manufacturer's specifications. By consideration of
the compatibility with seal material not over +70 °C.

Overlapping Zero, positive or negative depending on the flow pattern, (sect. 3.1, table 5)

Mass (weight) approx. kg Share of the tension rods is included!

Size 0 and 1 2 and 3 4

SKP 10 12 11

SKH  10 8 1) 8 1)

1) More than 8 valves cannot be recommended, since
the back pressure will become excessive, (see also
|-Q-curves)

Size 0 1 2 3 4

(lpm) 12 20 30 50 100

Pay attention to return flow (see |-Q-characteristics). 
It must not exceed twice of the valve’s Qmax rating
(with solenoid actuation: 1.8 times for SKP and 1.5
times for SKH)

Size Connection Directional spool valve complete with actuation
block 2) (initial, add-on, and end valve sections)
with end
plate 3) Manual Solenoid Mechanic. Press. operation Intermed. 
(2. version) AD, AK, ME.. ME 2.. MD.. MD(U) 2.. ME 3.. MD 3.. BE, BD NE, NM KM plates
SKP SKH AC CK ME 23/.. MD(U) 23/.. MU 3.. RE, RD ND, NU KD 1 2

0 and 1 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.4 --- 1.7 --- --- --- 1.1 0.8 --- 0.3 ---
(1.1) (1.7) (1.2) (1.2) (1.6) (1.9) (1.3) (1.0)

2 and 3 1.9 2.4 3.2 3.7 --- 4.7 --- 5.9 5.1 6.5 3.0 2.8 3.3 1.0 1.0
(2.4) (3.3) (3.5) (4.0) (5.0) (6.2) (5.4) (6.8) (3.3) (3.1) (3.6)

4 --- --- 3.6 4.1 --- 5.1 --- 6.3 5.5 6.9 3.4 3.2 3.7 1.3 1.3

Pressure |p / turn (bar/turn)
range Size 0 and 1 Size 2, 3
(bar) 1. Version 2. Version

... 400 100 65 80

... 315 55 51 35

... 160 19 17 17.5
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3.3. Further data

2) Figure in brackets = With pressure limiting valve

3) End plate coding 1 = 0.3 kg
End plate coding 2 and 3 = 1.2 kg
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|p-Q-Curve
The curves below illustrates the typical back pressure for valve banks with 5 sections and are to be
understood as a guideline only. The actual figures depend on the No. of utilized sections.
The high back pressure apparent with valve banks type SKH with a high number of sections 
and solenoid actuation (also manual with contact switch) can be minimized by using type SKP 
together with idle circulation spool valve (flow pattern U) or a piloted pressure limiting valve type 
DV 5 G.. - WN 1 F acc. to D 4350. Circulation back pressure approx. 5 bar.

Initial valve

Valve No.

Viscosity during measurements approx. 60 mm2/s

Double acting consumers with unequal area ratio show a return flow that
is either higher or lower than the inflow (dep. on direction). The back pres-
sure |ptotal of the spool valve section applies to the inflow side (port P) 
always.:

Flow Q (lpm)

Flow Q (lpm) Flow Q (lpm) Flow Q (lpm)

Flow Q (lpm) Flow Q (lpm)

Inlet P→A, B

Inlet P→A, B

In
let

P→
A, B

Inlet P→A, B

Inlet
P→

A, B

Inlet P→A, B

Outlet A, B→R

Outlet A, B→R

Outlet A, B→R

Outlet A, B→R

Outlet A, B→R
Outlet A, B→

R

Idle position
P→R

Idle position
P→R

Idle position
P→R

Type SKP

Type SKP

Type SKP

Type SKH

Type SKH

Type SKH
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Size 2 and 3

Size 4
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4. Dimension of units
All dimensions in mm, subject to change without notice!

4.1. Size 0 and 1
4.1.1. Initial valve 1. version  

Parallel connection type SKP

Connection block with
press. limiting valve
SKH 11(12)..

Connection block with-
out press. limiting valve
SKH 15..

Port P on
rear side

M8, 
10 deep

M8, 8 deep

M6, 8 deep

End plate
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Initial valve with
press. limiting
valve
..-6 and ..-3
..-7 and ..-4

Initial valve without
press. limiting valve
..-5

Add-on
valve section 

End valve
section

End
plate

M8, 8 deep

M6, 
8 deep

R1 with symbol U

Attention: Port B is not appar-
ent with symbol N, A, R, and S;
A and B are not apparent with
symbol U!

M8,
10 deep

Reversion
plate
coding 1

h1 Ports DIN ISO 228/1(BSPP)
Size e e1 h SKP SKH P 1), A, B R, R1

0 9.5 30 17.5 20.5 12 G 1/4 G 3/8

1 11 28.5 18.5 21.5 G 3/8

1) P = G 3/8 (BSPP) with SKH-0-5 when at the bottom side
2) Solenoid actuation: The piston side of double acting 

cylinders should be always connected to A!
3) Contact faces sealed via O-rings

Actuation, 
see 
sect. 4.4

Series connection type SKH

Connection block with
press. limiting valve
SKP 11(12)..

Connection block with-
out press. limiting valve 
SKP 15..

For missing
dimensions,
see type SKP!

For missing dimensions,
see 1. version!

M8, 10 deep

M8, 10 deep

Ports DIN ISO 228/1 (BSPP)
Size P, R, R1 A, B M

0 G 3/8 G 1/4 G 1/4

1 G 3/8 G 3/8 G 1/4

Port P on
rear side

Series connection type SKH

4.1.2. Connection block 2. version

Parallel connection type SKP

Adjustable

Fixed setting

2)

3)

(For actuations, see sect. 4.4.1)

appox. 12appox. 12

max. appox. 80

max. appox. 91

appox. 8

appox. 8
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Initial valve with
press. limiting
valve
..-6 and ..-3
..-7 and ..-4

Initial valve with-
out press. limit-
ing valve
..-5

Spacer
plate
coding 2

Add-on
section valve  

End
valve
section

M8,
8 deep

Ports  A, B, P, R and R1(DIN ISO 228/1) (BSPP):
= G 3/8  1) Size 2
= G 1/2 Size 3

Ports A, B, P, and R 
DIN ISO 228/1 (BSPP):
4) Size 2 = G 3/8

Size 3 = G 1/2

1) G 1/2 (BSPP) for R, when an end plate is used
2) Solenoid actuation: The piston side of double

acting cylinders should be always connected
to A!

3) Contact faces sealed via an intermediate plate
with vulcanized seals (SKP) or O-rings (SKH,
see symbols table 5, sect. 3.1)

4) Port R with SKH = G 1/2 (BSPP)
5) Reversion plate coding 1 is like coding 2 of 1. version.

Attention: Port B is not appar-
ent with symbol N, A, R, and S;
A and B are not apparent with
symbol U!

M8, 
8 deep

If pump if con-
nected on the
side, the base
connection is
plugged off and
vice-versa

If the return con-
nection is on 
the bottom, the
side connection
is plugged and
vice -versa

Base plate with laterally offset return port only with solenoid actuation M.. 3/.. and alternating mounting pattern

Actuations
see 
sect. 4.4

Series connection type SKH 5)

Connection block with
press. limiting valve
SKP 31(32)..

Connection block with-
out press. limiting valve 
SKP 35..

Connecting bank with
press. limiting valve
SKH 31(32)..

Connecting bank with-
out press. limiting valve
SKH 35..

For missing dimensions, see 1. version!

For missing dimensions, see type SKP!

M8, 10 deep M8, 8 deep

Port P 
on rear side

M8, 10 deep

End plate
coding 2

End plate
coding 1

Series connection type SKH  5)

4.2.2. Connecting bank 2. version

Parallel connection type SKP

4.2.1. Initial valve 1. Version

Parallel connection type SKP

Adjustable

Fixed setting

4.2. Size 2 and 3

2)

3)

5)

Manually
adjustable

Tool 
adjustable

(For actuations, see sect. 4.4.2)

For missing dimensions,
see type SKP!

max. appox. 91

max. appox. 102 appox. 15 appox. 15

appox. 15

appox. 15appox. 15

max. appox. 82

max. appox. 95
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Initial
valve

Add-on
valve section  

End
valve
section

Ports DIN ISO 228/1 (BSPP):
A, B, P and R = G 3/4

Separating joint sealed via
spacer with O-rings.

The R connection plate with laterally
off-set bores is intended for alternating
solenoid assembly direction M..3/..

The R connection plate with laterally off-set bores is intend-
ed for alternating solenoid assembly direction M..3/.., if the
second to the last solenoid is directed downwards.

For missing data, see above! Lateral
port R

Bottom sided
port R

Reversion plate,
coding 1

M10,
12 deep

The dimensions of spacer plate
coding 2 (required for identical
assembly direction of the sole-
noids M..3/..) are like with rever-
sion plate coding 1, see below.

The piston side of double acting cylinders should
be connected to A with solenoid actuation!

Actuations see 
sect. 4.4.2

Series connection type SKH

Parallel connection type SKP

4.3. Size 4
(Actuations see sec. 4.4.2)

appox. 20 appox. 20
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4.4 Modes of actuation
Only main data is listed here, for more detailed information, see the corresponding pamphlets!

4.4.1. Size 0 and 1

Manual actuation
coding A, AK, C, CK

Solenoid actuation
coding ME.. and MD..

Mechanical actuation
coding RE and RD

Pressure actuation
coding NE and ND

Hand lever
can also be
mounted
here

Manual emer-
gency actuation

Manual emergency actuation ME..N and MD..N:

Illustration shows
idle position 
(not detented).

Attention:
Observe the description in D 7055. This
pamphlet may be ordered separately to
include the section "Manual emergency
actuation" in your operation manual.

Special note for series connection of type SKH:

The manual emergency actuation of valve sections on even 
position within the valve bank will be very heavy or impossible
to actuate for pressure above 40 bar due to the internal flow
reversal (see table 4, sect. 3.1). This effect can be prevented
by utilization of reversion plates coding 1 (table 6, sect. 3.1)!

MD.. ME..

ap
p

ox
.4

0
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Solanoid actuation

Coding ME.., MD.. and MU..
For notes regarding manual emergency actuation (M...N) and specialties
of type SKH, see sect. 4.4.1!

4.4.2. Size 2, 3, and 4   Illustration for size 2, 3, and 4 is identical!

Manual actuation

Coding AD, AK, CD, and CK
(in preferred mounting, assembly L
is shown in pamphlet D 6511/1)

Mechanical actuation

Roller heads Spherical heads
coding RE and RD coding BE and BD

Pressure actuation

Standard versions
coding NE, ND, NU, and NM

Hand lever
can also be
mounted here

MD(U).. ME..

Coding b b1

ME2/..
MD 2/.. 51.5 60
MU 2/..

ME 23/..
MD 23/.. 51.5 60
MU 23/..

ME3/..
MD 3/.. #72 #72
MU 3/..

Combined actuation
coding KD and KM

ap
p

ox
.2

35

ap
p

ox
.3

42
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5. Appendix
5.1. Circuit and assembly examples

Size 0 and 1

Example 1: 1. Version (series connection), initial spool valve section
with manually adjustable pressure limiting valve (120 bar),
solenoid actuation and reversion plate to ensure correct
flow direction of the bottom side port R at the end spool
valve section (size 1) due to even number of valve sections.

SKH - 1 -7LLP1H - MD8 - 120

Example 2: 2. Version (parallel connection),
connection block with tool ad-
justable pressure limiting valve 
(300 bar), pressure actuation, size 0.

SKP 11C -0 -DDE - ND - 300

Example 3: 1. Version (parallel connection), initial spool
valve section without pressure limiting valve,
manual actuation (AD), size 3.

SKP - 5 -5MNC - AD

Example 4: 1. Version (parallel connection), initial spool
valve section without pressure limiting valve and
end plate after the last spool valve section 
(see footnote 2) regarding table 5, sect. 3.1).

SKP - 3 - 5MGN - 1 - MD 2/24

Example 5: 1. Version (parallel connection), initial spool
valve section with manually adjustable 
pressure limiting valve (240 bar), solenoid 
actuation MD 3/24 alternatingly sided (with-
out spacer plate coding 2), every valve 
section on an even position is rotated by 180°
(upside down).

SKP - 3 - 7MMMM - MD 3/24 - 240

Size 2 and 3

End
plate
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Size 4

Example 6: Parallel connection, solenoid actuation MD 3/24 or MU 3/24 
alternatingly sided (without spacer plate coding 2). This example
also shown mixed actuation modes (table 8).

SKP - 45 N/MD 3/24 - G/MD 3/24 - G/MD 3/24 - W/MU 3/24

Example 7: Series connection, solenoid actuation MD
3/24 with identical assembly orientation
enabled via reversion plates coding 1

SKH - 4 - 5L1L1S - MD 3/24

Intended for direct mounting onto compact hydraulic power packs type HC acc. to D 7900; HK acc .to D 7600 ++
MP acc. to D 7200 H

5.2. Connection block type SKC 1.. for directional spool valves type SKP and SKH

- SKC 11 M/MD 2
- SKC 14 S

Coding examples: HC 34/5,6 - D/MD2 - W/ME2 - 130  Motor voltage 3 + 400V 50Hz

MP 44A-Z9/B25 - LF- MD8 - 100  Motor voltage 3 + 230/400V 50Hz

Compact hydraulic power packs
acc. to D 7900 or D 7200H

Basic type
and
size

SKC 1

Pressure limiting valve
Stand- Steel Pressure 
ard spring dome range (bar)

1 3

2 4

(20) ... 400 1)
(20) ... 315
(20) ... 160

(0) ... 400 1)
(0) ... 315
(0) ... 160

Tool
adjustable

Manually
adjustable 1) Not for series connection.

With solenoid actuation only up to
200 bar (see table 7 and 8)

Pressure specification (bar)
for the pressure limiting valve

Add-on spool valve (inter-spool valve)
with solenoid actuation (best with actu-
ations below).
Manual actuation only with bent hand
lever (see Sk 7257).
Mechanical and pressure actuation 
only for parallel connection; series con-
nection only with type SKC 1.. without
add-on spool valves.

Integrated direction-
al spool valve  (initial
spool valve section)

Applicable flow pat-
tern symbols, acc.
to table 5, sect. 3.1:

M, D, E, A, J, R,
U, L, P, S

Ports DIN ISO
228/1(BSPP):
A, B, R, R1 = G 3/8
M = G 1/4

Mass (weight):
approx. 2.6 kg 
(at ME..-act.)
approx.. 3 kg
(at MD(U)..-act.)

Example circuits according to above order examples

HC 34/5,6-SKC11M/MD2-D/MD2-W/ME2-130  MP44A-Z9/B25-SKC14S-LF-MD8-100 
Motor voltage 3 + 400V 50Hz Motor voltage 3 + 230/400V 50Hz

Attention: 
The return connection between port
R1 at the end plate and port R at the
initial valve section has to be customer
furnished, when the valve sections are
connected internally in series!

MP 44A-Z9HC 34/5,6
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Dimensions 

All dimensions in mm, subject to change without notice!

Pressure limiting valve

Adjustable Fixed
For missing dimensions,
see sect. 4.1!

Pressure port
e.g. for pres-
sure gauge or
pressure switch
unit

Illustration, when directly mounted onto compact
hydraulic power pack type HC
(similar assembly onto type HK)

Illustration, when directly mounted onto compact
hydraulic power pack type MP

Pumps HC 1 HC 2 HC 3 HC 4 HK 2.. HK 3.. HK 4..
HCG 11

a 70 85 102 124 100 108 124

b 24 39 52 65 35 45 50

End plate
with SKP..

End plate
with SKH..  1)

Ports DIN ISO 228/1 (BSPP):
A, B, R, R1 = G 3/8
M = G 1/4

1) Connections for external, customer furnished return line
R→R1, see circuit example in sect. 5.2.

Tanks B 3 B 5 B 10 B 25 B 55

Cover plates D 3 D 5 D 10 D 25 D 55

c 59 74 77 87 117

appox. 12appox. 12



Coding examp.: Z 12.3/B40-V2.2-A100 - GE - MD8

R 23.5/B75-V11- A230 - LH - AK
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5.3. Adapter plates for directional spool valve banks type SKP and SKH
for direct mounting onto hydraulic power packs type R acc. to D 6010 H and type Z acc .to D 6820

- SKP 16
- SKH 37

Hydraulic power 
packs acc. to D 6010 H and D 6820

Basic type (table 1, sect. 3.1)
SKP = Parallel connection
SKH = Series connection

Table 10: Adapter plate

Motor voltage 3 + 230/400V 50Hz

Motor voltage 3 + 400V 50Hz

Suited for
size

0

1

2

3

2

3

Coding

06

16

27

37

28

38

Suitable for tank / cover
plate (acc. to D 6010 H,
D 6820)

B 6 to B 40
D 6 to D 30

B 50 and B 75
D 50

B 100 to B 400
D 100 and D 250

Mass
(weight)
approx. kg

0.8

0.8

2.3

Add-on spool valve (for flow pattern symbols, see table 5,
sect. 3.1)

Z 12.3/B40-V2.2-A100-SKP16-GE-MD8

R 23.5/B75-V11-A230-SKH37-LH-AK

Actuation (table 7 and 8)
Best with solenoid or manual actuation. Other actuations are
less common here:
Mechanical and pressure actuation only for parallel connec-
tion; only with an add-on spool valve section when series
connection is intended.

Attention:
The return connection
between port R1 at the
end plate and port R at
the initial valve section
has to be customer fur-
nished, when the valve
sections are connected
internally in series!

Dimensions of units

All dimensions are in mm, subject to change without notice!

For missing dimensions,
see sect. 4.1!

Adapter plate
coding 
06 and 16

For connection block with
pressure limiting valve,
see D 6010 H or D 6820

Adapter plate
coding 27 and 37

28 and 38

For connection block with
pressure limiting valve,
see D 6010 H or D 6820

End plate for
SKP      SKH..  1)

End plate for
SKP         SKH..  1)

For missing dimensions,
see sect. 4.1!

1) Ports for external, customer furnished return line R→R1, see example above.

l = 115 (D50); 135 (D100); 190 (D 250)

b = 134 (D50) 
138 (D100)
193 (D 250)
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